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Abstract
Automatic Photoelectric Telescopes (APTs) allow an astronomer to be removed from the
telescope site in both time and space. APTs "execute _ an observation program (a set of obser-
vation requests) expressed in an ASCII-based language (ATIS) and collect observation results
expressed in this same language. The observation program is currently constructed by a Prin-
cipal Astronomer from the requests of multiple users; the execution is currently controlled by
a simple heuristic dispatch scheduler. Research aimed at improving the use of APTs is being
carried out by the Entropy Reduction Engine (ERE) project at NASA Ames. The overall goal
of the ERE project is the study and construction of systems that integrate planning, schedul-
ing, and control. This paper discusses the application of some ERE technical results to the
improvement of both the scheduling and the operation of APTs.
This paper subsumes previous versions which appeared in
1. Proceedings o/the Remote Observing Workshop, held in Tuscon, AZ in April 1992.
2. Proceedings o/the Steerable Automatic Lunar Ultraviolet Telescope Ezplorer (SALUTE)
Workshop, held at NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA in May 1992.
1 Introduction
Making observationsthrough telescopesisan activityofcentralimportance to NASA. Telescopes
have always been a scare resource,and astronomers have had to make do with limitedaccess.
Further,an astronomer has been expected to be physicallypresentat a telescopeinorderto gather
data. Restrictedaccessand localoperationhave limitedthe amount of data that can be gathered
and, thus,have directlycontributedto fewer scientificresultsthan might otherwisebe expected.
More recently,increasinglysophisticatednetwork and communication technologieshave enabled
a number of approaches where astronomers may participatein an observationprogram from a
remote location.These approachesrange from remote verbalcommunications with on-sitetelescope
operationsstaff,to remote "joysticking"of the telescopewith realtime video feedback. Remote
observationsprovide ad_ti0nM flexibilityb allowingthe observerto be physicallydistant,but
stillin "direct"controlof the telescope.While, under thisapproach,itisno longernecessaryfor
an astronomer to be physicallypresentat the telescope,he or she must stillbe directlyinvolved
during the executionof the observingprogram.
A furtherextensionoftheremote observationprotocolallowsan astronomer tobe removed from
the telescopeboth temporally as wellas spatially.While a largespace-based telescopeisusually
operated in thismode (forinstance,Hubble), such a mode ofoperationisnow a commercial reality
on modest-aperture ground-based telescopes.For example, Fairborn Observatory and AutoScope
Corporationhave designedand builtcontrolsystems and associatedhardware forthe management
and controlofmodest-aperture photoelectrictelescopeswhich can be operated ina fullyautomated
mode. (For a review oftheseAutomatic PhotoelectricTelescopes,or APTs, see Genet and Hayes,
1989).While existingautomation dealsprimarilywith photoelectrictelescopes,support forother
sortsof science(e.g.,spectroscopy)iscurrentlybeing studied.
Itisclearthatnot allobservationprograms can (oreven should)be conducted remotely inboth
time and space,but a surprisingnumber of observationprograms would be candidateswith the
appropriatetelescopeand automation technologies.While existingautomation doesnot addressall
needs of allastronomers,itdoes providean excellentstartingpoint.In thiscontext,the eventual
goal of our projectiswhat we calla "simplifiedmanagement structure".The term refersto an
approach to the management and controlof telescopesthat minimizes the number of peoplethat
must come between an astronomer'sscientificgoalsand the telescopesrequiredtorealizethosegoals.
A simplifiedmanagement structurerequiressignificantlymore Sophisticatedtelescopeautomation
than iscurrentlyin-common use.
The Entropy Reduction Sn_e (ERE) project,Carriedout at the Ames Research Center,has
been focusingon the constructionofintegratedplanning and schedulingsystems. Specifically,the
projectisstudyingthe problem ofintegratingplanningand schedulingtoproduce desiredbehavior
specifications(i.e.,plans/schedules)thatcan be continuallyused (ina closed-loopsense)toguidea
system'sbehavior.The resultsof thisresearchareparticularlyrelevantwhen thereissome element
of dynamism in the environment and, thus,some chance that a previouslyformed plan willnot
executeas predicted.We have found that severalof the project'stechnicalresultsappear directly
relevantto telescopeautomation.
This paper reviews some of-oulr-technicalresults,describesa specii_ctelescopeautomation
problem, that of schedulingobservationsfor APTs, and provides a currentand forward look at
our effortsto improve the schedulingprocess. The paper is organized as follows.In the next
section,we give a briefoverview of how APTs are currentlyscheduled and operated. Following
this, in section 3, we give an ERE project precis, couched primarily in terms of project objectives.
Section 4 provides a description of the current status of the system we have constructed to improve
APT scheduling and operations, and finally, section 5 outlines where we plan to go with this work.
2 APT problem summary
An Automatic Photoelectric Telescope (APT) is a telescope controlled by a dedicated computer
for the purpose of gathering photometric data about various objects in the sky. While there are
many sorts of photometric techniques, we focus on the technique known as aperture photometry.
(An excellent overview of aperture photometry is given by Hall and Genet, 1988). In aperture
photometry, a group is the primitive unit to be scheduled and executed. A group is a sequence of
telescope and photometer commands defined by an astronomer. Any given astronomer has certain
scientific goals, and he or she uses the group as the primary unit of instruction to an APT in order
to achieve those goals. The language used to define groups is called ATIS (for Automatic Telescope
Instruction Set); ATIS is an ASCH-based language for communicating with APTs (the de facto
standard).
The communication process between astronomer and APT proceeds roughly as follows. First,
an astronomer who wishes to use an APT forms a set of groups consistent with his or her scientific
goals. Since each telescopecan vary (instruments,opticalcharacteristics,mechanical character-
istics,locationon the Earth),groups must be formulated in terms of a specifictelescope.For
any given APT, there isa singleperson who actsas a centralclearing-houseforusage requests;
such a person isknown as the APT's PrincipalAstronomer, or PA. Thus, once an astronomer has
assembled his or her set of ATIS groups, they send the groups to the appropriatePA. The PA
collectstogethersuch setsfrom a varietyofastronomers,attempts to ensurethe totalsetofgroups
isdesirable(thatthe telescopeisloaded properly,thatuser loadingisfair,etc.),and then sends
the complete setof groups offto the computer controllingthe telescope.Actual communication
between PA and APT iscarriedout by using personalcomputers, modems, and phone lines,but
the particulartechnology isnot criticalfor the currentdiscussion.The important aspect of the
communication isthatthe PA can be locatedanywhere on the planet(inprinciple)and need only
have accessto an appropriatecommunication link.
The PA sends a setofgroups to an APT with the intentionthatthesegroups shouldbe run for
some time;eventually,the PA requestsfrom the telescopethe resultsthathave been obtained via
the executionof the groups. The elapsedtime variesdepending on the telescope,the groups,the
PA, the usingastronomers,and a varietyofotherfactors.The goalistoworry the astronomers(and
the PA) aslittleaspossibleabout thepicayune detailsofday-to-day telescopemanagement. Thus,
the telescopeisoftenleftalone forsignificantperiodsof time (weeks,perhaps months). However
long the telescopeoperatesunattended,itiseventuallyasked for data,and thisisreturned to the
PA as a "resultsfile".The resultsare alsospecifiedin the ATIS language and containa recordof
the groups thatwere executed,relevantobservingparameters to help with data reduction,and the
raw data obtained from the observations.The PA editsthe resultsfileand sends each astronomer
the piecescorrespondingto the requestedobservations.
Of course,the interestingpartof thisprocessisthe part that we've ignored so far;thatis,the
processby which the groups are selectedand executedby the localtelescopecontroller.Thisisthe
interestingpart,and itiswith respectto thisprocessthat our planning and schedulingwork can
make a realdifference.Currently,a program calledATIScope manages the executionof a fileof
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groups.ATIScope runs locallyat the given telescope,using observatoryand telescopesensorsto
determine when to executethe provided groups.ATIScope has a varietyofresponsibilities,but we
focus specificallyon only one of these;namely, group selection.
Group selectionisaccomplishedby a testthat attempts tofinda "currently"executablegroup.
Roughly, a group isexecutableifthe logicalpreconditionsestablishedby itsastronomer-creator
are met. Typically,thesepreconditionsrelateto the currentdate,currenttime, and whether the
moon is up or down. Additionally, an astronomer can specify a group priority, which is used by
ATIScope to sort the groups in order of importance. There axe other pseudo-preconditions that
have to do with frequency of group execution, but we can safely ignore these for n0w. t
Roughly, the core of ATIScope is a sense-check-execute loop. In sensing, all relevant envi-
ronmental parameters are determined (date, time, moon status). ATIScope next checks to see
which of the groups are enabled according to the match between the current sensor values and
the astronomer-provided preconditions. We call the set of groups that pass this matching test the
enabled groups. The set of enabled groups is winnowed by the application of group selection rules.
These rules express heuristic knowledge relating to the wisdom of executing any particular group
before any other. In scheduling parlance, this scheme is sometimes called heuristic dispatch, since
at any point in time, some task (here, a group) is "dispatched" for execution, and the selection
of a task is determined, purely locally, by the application of some domain-specific heuristics. The
information content of the heuristics used by ATIScope is not critical for the current discussion (for
details, see Genet & Hayes, 1989, pp. 207-210).
In the current context, heuristic dispatch is used to reduce the set of enabled groups into
(hopefully) a single group to be executed. If the heuristic group selection rules fail to winnow the
set of enabled groups down to a single candidate, then arbitrarily, the first group of the remaining
candidates is selected (this, however, almost never happens, as the group selection rules normally
produce a single preferred group). Following selection, the lucky group is executed, at which
point telescope control is performed per the detailed commands of the astronomer who wrote the
group. Of course, there are safety checks to ensure that the astronomer's commands do not damage
equipment, but if the commands are well-behaved (and if the weather cooperates), group execution
finishes normally, and ATIScope is free to perform another iteration of its sense-check-execute loop.
How well does ATIScope do, in terms of schedule quality, by using this heuristic dispatch
technique? There is no question that ATIScope does provide an acceptable level of performance for
some astronomers. However, it is clear that telescope performance can be dramatically improved
by better group scheduling. With the heuristic dispatch technique, all decisions are local in the
sense that no temporal look-ahead is performed to evaluate the ramifications of executing a given
group. The system also has no memory of what it has done on previous nights, so groups cannot
be selected with respect to some desired frequency of execution. Other scheduling techniques, such
as those based on temporal projection (Drummond, 1989), consider the impact of a given action by
looking ahead in time to see how the current local choice impacts global objectives. Look-ahead
is only sensible when astronomer objectives can be precisely formulated and relevant dynamics of
the execution environment can be reasonably predicted. Assuming that this can be done, it seems
clear that a look-ahead scheduler can outperform the current ATIScope heuristic dispatch method.
ATIScope, however, provides us with an existing level of performance against which all wonld-be
contenders can be gauged.
tThe main factors that influence frequency of execution are a group's probability and number of observations; see
Genet _ Hayes (1989), p. 208.
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3 Planning, Scheduling, and Control
The design of systems that can synthesize plans has been a long standing research topic in the field
of Artificial Intelligence (AI). Such systems, called planners, are given a description of the problem
at hand and synthesize a plan to solve that problem. Of course, a plan is merely a specification of a
solution, and so must be executed to actually solve the given problem. Various sorts of "execution
system" are possible; for instance, a plan might be executed by a manufacturing system, by a group
of people, or by a robotic device; all that is required is a system that is Capable of realizing the
plan's actions and producing the desired result. The design of these automatic planners has been
addressed in AI since its earliest days, and a large number of techniques have been introduced in
progressively more ambitious systems over the years. As part of the AI research branch at NASA
Ames, the Entropy Reduction Engine (ERE) project is our focus for extending these classical
techniquesin a varietyof ways. In thissection,we presentthe ERE project'soverallgoals;for
more detailon the architectureitself,see Bresina & Drummond (1990),and Drummond, Bresina,
& Kedar (1991).
The Entropy Reduction Engine projectaddressesresearchon planning and schedulingin the
contextof closed-loopplan execution.The eventualgoal of the ERE projectisa setof software
toolsfor designingand deployingintegratedplanning and schedulingsystems that are able to
effectivelycontroltheirenvironments. Our overallprojecthas two important theoreticalsubgoals:
first,we are working to integrateplanning and scheduling;,second,we are studying plan execution
as a problem of discreteevent control._Thefollowingparagraphs considerthese complementary
goals.
The firstsubgoalisa theoreticaland practicalintegrationof planning and scheduling.Tradi-
tionalAI planning dealswith the selectionof actionsthat are relevantto achievinggiven goals.
Various disciplines,principallyOperations Research,and more recentlyAI, have been concerned
with the schedulingof actions;thatis,with sequencingactionsin terms of metric time and met-
ricresourceconstraints.Unfortunately,most ofthe work in schedulingremains theoreticallyand
practicallydisconnectedfrom planning.Consider:a schedulingsystem isgivena setofactionsand
returns,ifpossible,a schedulecomposed of those actionsin some specificorder.Ifthe scheduler
cannot finda satisfactoryschedule,then itsimplyfails.The businessofplanning isto selectactions
thatcan solvea givenproblem, sowhat we need isan integratedplanningand schedulingsystem to
overcome the problems ofschedulingalone.An integratedplanning and schedulingsystem would
be able to consideralternativesetsof actions,unlikethe stand-alonescheduler,which isunable
to deviatefrom itsgiven actionset. We areWorking towards such an integratedsystem by in-
crementaUy constructinga unifiedtheoryofplanning and schedulingthat can be computationally
expressedas practicalsoftwaretools.
Our second subgoalisto study plan executionas a problem in Control(Drummond, & Bresina
1990b). Most planning and schedulingwork assumes that thejob ofthe automatic system isdone
when a plan or schedule has been generated. Of course,one of the firstthingsthat you learn
about plans isthat they are rarelyever perfectlypredictiveof what willhappen. As Dwight D.
Eisenhower observed,"Plans are nothing,planning iseverything".We agreewith thisview, since
ittellsus that the importance of planning does not lieinthe existenceof a singleplan,but rather
ina system'sabilityto re-planand predictivelymanage plan executionfailuresin lightoffeedback
from the environment. In the ERE project,we view plan executionas a problem in discreteevent
control;specifically,we formalizea plan as a simpletype of feedbackcontroller,and thisgivesus a
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new view on plan execution. Traditionally, plans have been executed by executing each component
action in sequence. In contrast, our plans are functions that map from current sensor values and
a desired goal into a set of acceptable control actions. The interpretation of the function is that
any of the actions, if executed in the current state, constitute an acceptable prefix to a sequence of
actions that will eventually satisfy the goal.
4 The Current System
The previous two sections have, in rough terms, explained the APT problem and overall ERE
project goals. In this section, we describe the current status of our efforts to use ERE technologies
to produce an improved system for APT scheduling and control.
Recall that the job of a Principal Astronomer (PA) with respect to an Automatic Photoelectric
Telescope (APT) is to collect together the observation requests of a number of telescope users and
package them together into a single ATIS file for transmission to the telescope. The input to the PA
can range from a verbal specification to actual ATIS request files. The PA has the job of looking
over the set of observation requests from the individual users and attempting to predict or evaluate
how these requests may cause the telescope to operate. For example, the PA might feel that there
are too many high priority groups from a single user. In order to balance observation time for each
user, the PA could modify priority levels of some groups in the hope that a fairer schedule will
result.
An early phase of our project involved the development of tools to assist the PA with his or her
current tasks. These decision support tools provide basic data management capabilities for browsing
and editing a summarized form of the raw ATIS data. These initial tools have been modeled after
a widely used PC-based program 2 designed to facilitate definition of observation requests (groups)
and to provide various forms of data analysis on the ATIS result files returned from an APT. The
challenging task from a PA's perspective is attempting to predict what the telescope will do with
a given ATIS file. Current practice usually requires that the ATIS file, containing all the users'
groups, be sent off to the telescope and used to control the telescope for several days or weeks.
The actual execution behavior of the telescope is then evaluated by the PA_ and if necessary, the
ATIS input file is changed and sent back to the telescope. Once reasonably satisfactory telescope
behavior is obtained, the PA is quite cautious about making radical changes to the input ATIS file.
The first step at improving current practice has involved the development of a predictive model
of what groups the telescope will choose to execute. Since the group selection rules are well defined,
it is relatively straightforward to duplicate them and predict, in advance, which groups will be
selected for execution at the telescope. In essence, the predictive model can be used as a simulator
for telescope operation. 3 Given an ATIS input file (and an initial assumption of clear weather),
our "simulator" generates the sequence of groups (typically 50 to 100) which the telescope would
observe throughout the evening. With this predictive tool, the PA now has the option to simulate
execution of the ATIS file and the n evaluate the resulting predicted time-line (using various 2D
_splay plots). By incrementally modifying the ATis inp_.t_e, the PA can attempt tO achieve a
particular desired telesc0_ be_h_v_i0r. : .....................
While the telescope simulation capabilitydiscussed above is quite useful, a user quickly realizes
2Designed and developed by George McCook of Villanova University.
3A related higher fidelity simulator for APTs has also been developed by AutoScope Corp.
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Figure I: Forward ChronologicalSearch Space forSchedules
that there are a verylargenumber of possibletelescopebehaviors.Manually adjustingthe ATIS
fileand simulatingtelescopeoperationsislaborious,error-prone,and deeplyuninterestingformost
humans. Our approach isto allow the PA to mathematically definewhat he or she considers
important in the eventual telescopebehavior. This statement issometimes calleda "figureof
merit";inthe schedulingliterature,however,the statementisreferredtoas an "objectivefunction".
The objectivefunctionmaps a sequence of groups (a possibleschedulefor a night)to a numeric
score.The higherthe score,the betterthe schedule.A realisticobjectivefunctionislikelyto be a
weighted sum ofvariousfactors,possiblyincludingthe followingattributes.
• How many high priority observations were selected?
• Did the usersget roughly equal time?
• How closeto the meridian were the observations?
This listisnot intended to be exhaustive,and we are currentlyworking with astronomers to
betterunderstand the variousfactorsthat shouldbe includedin a realisticobjectivefunction.
Assuming that we can evaluatea givenschedule,how shouldpossibleschedulesbe generated?
A wide range oftechniquesexistforgeneratingschedules,and we do not have spacehere to discuss
allthe myriad ways (but see,forinstance,Johnston,1989;Muscettola,etal.,1989;Collinot,etal.,
1988). Our approach to generatingschedulesisbased on a "forward chronologicalsearchspace".
A small sample portionof the searchspace isshown in Figure 1. The searchspace isshown as a
treestructurewhere a circularnode representsthe stateof the telescope,and a rectangularnode
representsexecutionof a group by the telescope.The treebegins at a point in time earlyin the
evening (i.e.,the statenode labeled$1) and each possibleschedulebranches out intothe future,
away from this unique starting point. For example, suppose that the duration of group AA was 5
minutes, the duration of group AB was 10 minutes, and that either group AA or group AB could
be executed in state S1 (i.e., both groups are enabled). Then the execution of these two different
groups would lead to the two different successor states $2 and $3, as seen in Figure 1. Thus a
transition from one state to another in this structure denotes the execution of a particular group,
and the alternative branches out of any given state are all the groups enabled in that state. A
single schedule is represented by a sequence of groups contained in a path from the root state of the
tree (S1) to a leaf state (a state with no successors). For example, AA followed by CC would be a
very simple schedule. Of course, the size of this branching structure is exponential in the number
of groups, so it is impractical to exhaustively search it. This is no surprise, and one of our major
short term goals is to apply what we already know about search control to this particular problem.
Clearly, one possible approach is to use the value of a schedule under the given objective function
to define an enumeration order for schedules in the tree.
Once a "preferred" schedule has been found, how is it communicated to the telescope? Also, how
should the preferred schedule interact with the telescope controller's existing group selection rules?
Our answer to this question is based on what we call the "principle of independent competence"
(Bresina & Drummond, 1990). Briefly, in this context, the principle of independent competence
requires that our scheduling system not degrade the baseline performance of the telescope controller.
Thus, if the scheduler has a schedule that can improve the controller's operation, it should be used.
However, in the absence of a better schedule, the default group selection rules should be used.
This approach allows us to guarantee that our scheduler will never make the overall telescope
performance worse than that obtained by the heuristic dispatch technique.
Our scheduler communicates schedules to the telescope controller in the form of Situated Control
Rules, or SCRs (Drummond, 1989). An SCR is, basically, a rule: 5 --* A, with the interpretation
"in state S take action A'. For telescope control, the state corresponds to the time of night and a
summary of group execution history; the action corresponds to the group that should be executed
next. With this approach, a schedule can be represented as a set of SCRs and transmitted to the
telescope along with the ATIS file. Of course, the local telescope control program must also be
modified to accept the SCRs. In accordance with our principle of independent competence, the
local telescope control program is modified so it uses an SCR if there is one available for the current
state. Only if there is no currently applicable SCR will the existing group selection rules be used
to select the next group. Thus, when the schedule can be followed, it is, but when the schedule
"breaks", the telescope still operates using heuristic dispatch.
Our current implementation is capable of accepting ATIS files as input and can generate a wide
range of alternative schedules in addition to the single "schedule" which would be produced by
the group selection rules of the telescope controller. Several preliminary objective functions have
been defined to evaluate schedule quality. Under any particular objective function, once the best
schedule is found (in the time available), our system automatically constructs SCRs and transmits
them to the telescope. At the moment, however, these SCRs have only been transmitted to an
APT simulator developed by AutoSeope Corporation. We have modified their simulator to accept
and use SCRs in the manner described above.
5 Future Work
Our initial approach to the APT scheduling problem has been to produce a system that addresses
the total range of required tasks. As a result, the sophistication of any individual component
has been intentionally limited. Throughout this process, a number of interesting research issues
have arisen, and we plan to study these as we increase the capability of each individual system
component.
One very interesting problem is the robust execution of highly-tuned schedules. In scheduling,
there is a recurrent tension between finding schedules of high quality (under some objective function)
and schedules that are "robust". The robustness of a schedule relates to the ability of that schedule
to withstand environmental perturbations: schedules that are of high quality tend to be rather
brittle. For instance, if the objective function seeks to maximize the number of observations in a
given night, then the resulting schedules will be tightly packed with many observations. If only one
of these observations takes longer than expected the entire schedule can be in jeopardy. In contrast,
the current approach taken by the ATIScope system, that of heuristic dispatch, is extremely robust
with respect to environmental perturbations. The dispatch approach forms no expectations about
the future, so it can hardly be disappointed when any given observation takes longer than it might
otherwise. Indeed, the entire notion of "failure" is defined with respect to a specific prediction, so
the heuristic dispatch approach can never fail, at least in this technical sense.
We have some preliminary ideas about how to manage the trade-off between schedule quality
and robustness. One particular technique we are developing is called Just-In-Case, or JIC, schedul-
ing (motivated by the term "Just-In-Time", or JIT). The basic idea involves explicitly considering
the external events that could happen and, if they were to happen, how they could affect the pre-
dicted schednle. For each of the highest probability events, a number of contingent, or backup,
schedules can be produced. Thus, instead of transmitting a single schedule to the telescope, a set
of schedules is transmitted. Our SCR formalism handles this well, as it is easy to encode a set
of contingent schedules as a set of state-action rules. We have an algorithm that can automat-
icaUy generate such sets of SCRs (Drummond & Bresina, 1990a), but we do not yet know what
modifications will be necessary for this algorithm to work on the telescope scheduling problem.
Finally, a longer range technical goal is to extend the specification language available to as-
tronomers. Instead of having to be painfully specific about how to make observations, we feel that
the astronomer should have the option of specifying observation goals and then let the scheduling
system fill in the details. An advantage of this approach is that the automated system might be
able to keep requesting specific observations until a higher level observation goal has been achieved.
A possible first test case that we are considering involves a facility for filling out a hypothesized
light curve. The automated system would continue to request observations until a specified sam°
piing density over a star's period was achieved. Other test cases will be established in conjunction
with our APT experts. The extra functionality offered at this stage of development will be that of
planning, as opposed to pure scheduling. It is at this point that our system will really begin to offer
increased scientific power over that of the traditional ATIScope-style system. Previous sections
have only discussed how to increase the "quality" of the group execution sequences; here, we seek
to increase the expressiveness of the language that is used by an astronomer to specify scientific
objectives.
Of crucial importance to our efforts is getting actual operational telescope experience instead
of just simulator time. To this end, we are purchasing, and intend to operate, a 16--inch APT.
This telescopewill be located in northern California or Arizona, and will be made available to
members of the scientific community, with the focus being on educational institutions. We will
make our system available over the InterNet, such that remotely located astronomers can simply
electronically mail request Files to our system. The system will accept requests from various users,
schedule them, and download the set of groups and SCRs to our telescope. Users will receive their
requested data via return electronic mail or will be given access to an FTP site where their data
may be retrieved. This will provide the first example of a completely automated telescope planning,
scheduling, and control system. We hope to have a version of the system operating within 6 to 9
months.
Once individualAPTs are routinelyused by remotely located astronomers, with scheduling
tasksperformed automatically,many new opportunitiesarise.For instance,atthispointitbecomes
practicalto consideran electronicnetwork oftelescopeslocatedaround the world. One goalforsuch
a network isthe continuousobservationofastronomicalobjects.While possiblenow forexceptional
events (such as a supernova),the logisticaloverhead precludeswider practice.Our goal forthe
medium term isto demonstrate our system on such a network.
We hope that our demonstration of fullyautomatic telescopeoperationswillserve to lay the
groundwork for other sortsof astronomy. Of particularinterestis the possibilityof placing a
number ofsmalltelescopeson the moon (Genet etal.,1991).A lunartelescopefacilitywould be an
excellent estof our approach to simplifiedmanagement structure.We feelthat ERE can provide
a solidbasisforthe development ofintegratedtelescopeplanning,scheduling,and controlsystems
thathelp to make thissimplifiedmanagement structurea reality.
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